Neurons are an important class of excitable dynamical systems, wherein a perturbation of an equilibrium (quiescent) state may be amplified to produce a large excursion of the relevant dynamical variables before returning to equilibrium. In neurons, this amplified response is due to the fact that ionic conductances depend on the membrane potential. This translates into sudden increases of the membrane voltage or spikes, which constitute the basic information units of the neural code. An important step towards the unraveling of this code is the understanding of how individual neurons respond to a given stimulus and which is the intrinsic dynamics responsible for this behavior.

From a dynamical systems perspective, the reason for excitability is that the neuron is close to a bifurcation point of the rest state instead of a Hopf bifurcation. Using simple theoretical expressions for the interspike times distributions, we obtain coefficients of variation in good agreement with numerical calculations in realistic neuron models. The main features of this coefficient as a function of noise depend on the refractory period and on the presence of bistability. The bistability is responsible for the existence of two different time scales in the spiking behavior giving an antiresonance effect.
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Neurons, like the Hodgkin-Huxley model of the squid axon, repetitive firing is produced by a Hopf bifurcation where the only equilibrium point (rest state) loses stability as the current increases and the system falls on to a stable limit cycle. By contrast, integrator neurons have three equilibria for currents below the critical current, one of them for high voltage (stable or unstable), another stable for low voltage (a node), and another unstable with only one positive eigenvalue (a saddle point), see Fig. 1. At the critical value of current, these two last fixed points merge and disappear through a saddle-node bifurcation, leaving the system with a stable periodic solution. Typically, resonator neurons are type II and integrator neurons are type I [1,3,4].

The implications of these different bifurcation structures (Hopf versus saddle-node) go beyond the above-mentioned frequency behavior for type I and II excitability. For instance, the small-amplitude limit cycle present in the subcritical Hopf bifurcation below the transition current originates subthreshold oscillations. Thus, resonator neurons combine oscillatory and excitatory properties close to the bifurcation point and respond preferentially to a given input frequency (show phase locking), while integrator neurons integrate the subthreshold response to a sufficiently high frequency input, do not show subthreshold oscillations, and are more difficult to synchronize.

Real neurons are not purely deterministic devices but usually operate under noisy conditions, due to membrane voltage fluctuations or random synaptic inputs (for an analysis of the sources of neuronal noise, see, for instance, Ref. [5]). The response of individual neurons in the presence of noise has been investigated for a Hodgkin-Huxley model [6] in the context of coherence resonance [7–9]. In analogy to the celebrated stochastic resonance, the coherence of oscillations of an excitable system may be enhanced by a proper amount of noise without any time-periodic input, whenever the system is close to the bifurcation point [8,9]. Other variants of the coherence resonance phenomenon in single element excitable systems have been investigated in the FitzHugh-Nagumo model, which is a simplified version of a resonator
neuron [9–13], in models of bursting neurons [14], and in the leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) neuron model [15]. In the FitzHugh-Nagumo model and a LIF model with absolute refractory period, it has been shown that coherence and anticoherence resonance can be tuned by a proper amount of noise [12,16]. The behavior of a noise-driven dynamical system with a saddle node on a circle bifurcation was studied as one of the first examples of autonomous stochastic resonance [7,8] showing a resonant profile in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the power spectrum just below the bifurcation value. For a recent review on the effects of noise in excitable systems, including coherence and stochastic resonance in some neuron models, see Ref. [17].

Coherence (or its inverse, variability) is usually characterized by the coefficient of variation (CV), defined as the variance to mean ratio in the distribution of interspike intervals (ISI). Variability in ISI distributions of single neurons has important implications for information coding and response reproducibility [18–22]. For neurons with subthreshold oscillations, such as in the Hodgkin-Huxley model, care must be taken with this indicator, since for low noise intensities distributions are multimodal, showing several peaks due to imperfect phase locking between noise-activated spiking and the intrinsic oscillations [11]. Since resonator neurons respond in a narrow frequency range, the correlation time or the SNR of the dominant peak in the power spectrum could be a better measure of the coherence of spiking. Integrator neurons, however, usually show larger coefficients of variation compared to the dominant peak of resonator distributions. This has been shown numerically [23] and analytically [24] for a Θ-neuron model, which corresponds to a one-dimensional normal form of a saddle-node bifurcation. The reason for this higher variability, as we will see, is that ISI distributions of integrator neurons are unimodal and characterized by long exponential tails, due to the broader frequency range of their response. These neurons act, therefore, as Poisson generators and fire with high irregularity.

In this paper, we analyze in detail the spiking features of different realistic models of integrator neurons, under the simultaneous action of a dc current and a noisy input. The coherence as a function of the noise intensity shows a rather different behavior from that of resonator neurons usually investigated in the literature. In particular, when an integrator neuron presents hysteresis ( bistability due to coexistence of stable rest and spiking states), the CV may exhibit a maximum as a function of the noise intensity for moderate values of noise level, showing an anticoherence resonance phenomenon. Outside this regime, the CV either decreases or increases monotonically, depending on whether the neuron is before or after the saddle-node bifurcation. We show that for a wide range of noise amplitudes and applied currents, the ISI distributions are of Poisson type, although modified to include a refractory period (spiking with very large frequency is not possible in real neurons due to the recovery time of the membrane potential). The refractory period is important in explaining the bounds for the CV, which is generally less than 1. The anticoherence phenomenon is also well explained by considering two Poisson or renewal processes with different rates, due to the bistable dynamics of the neuron.

I. MODELS AND SPIKING PROPERTIES

We investigate the spiking behavior of two different integrator neuron models, one showing a bistability region and the other without bistability. As a first, simpler case study we use a Morris-Lecar model [25], which is a two-dimensional system originally proposed for the membrane potential of a barnacle muscle fiber. The dynamical variables are the membrane voltage \( V \) and the fraction of open potassium channels. The equations and model parameters used are listed in Appendix A. In Fig. 1(a), we show the bifurcation diagram [26] of the membrane voltage as a function of the applied dc current. Stable (unstable) equilibria corresponding to quiescent states are represented by continuous (dashed lines) while stable (unstable) limit cycles corresponding to repetitive firing are shown with filled (empty) circles. For \( I \sim 39.95 \mu A/cm^2 \), a saddle-node bifurcation of the fixed point takes place. As anticipated in the previous section, below the bifurcation value three equilibria coexist, one unstable (high voltage) determining the shape of the action potential, another stable (low voltage) which is the rest state, and an unstable saddle point at intermediate voltage acting as a threshold. Since the bifurcation is of the type saddle-node on invariant circle [1,7,27], the limit cycle appears right at the bifurcation point, and thus there is no coexistence of stable rest and spiking states. Note that a subcritical Hopf bifurcation, rendering the unstable high voltage equilibrium
teretic behavior is illustrated in Fig. 2.

As another, more realistic instance of an integrator neuron, we have found among experimental research that the spike-generating sodium and potassium conductances of the pressure-sensitive neuron of the leech _Macrobenda decora_ [28,29] produce a saddle-node bifurcation of the rest state. The physiological origin of this dynamical behavior is in the potassium conductance; in fact, changing the opening rate for the potassium channel, this model can be converted into a resonator neuron (see Appendix B). The bifurcation diagram for this model is shown in Fig. 1.

The bifurcation diagram for this model is shown in Fig. 1(b). This diagram is very similar to that of Morris-Lecar in the left panel except for two differences: the first one is that the subcritical Hopf bifurcation takes place at negative values of the current. Thus, in all the relevant current range the high voltage quiescent state is stable. This, again, may not be biologically significant for the real neuron since it should be necessary to depolarize the membrane by, for instance, injecting an abnormally high current to artificially place the system in this state. The second difference, more important for the present discussion, is that the stable limit cycle is born in a bifurcation prior to the saddle-node point [see the inset in Fig. 1(b)].

Thus, for a short current interval we have coexistence of a stable rest state and a stable limit cycle. The saddle-node bifurcation takes place at $I_{dc} \sim 1.1 \mu A/cm^2$, while the limit cycle disappears at $I_{dc} \sim 0.95 \mu A/cm^2$. The bistable or hysteretic behavior is illustrated in Fig. 2(c) for the deterministic system (no noise) and a step current, where the difference with the Morris-Lecar model [Fig. 2(a)] is apparent. First the neuron is placed in the excitable regime in both cases, close to but previous to the saddle-node bifurcation point. With a sudden increase in voltage of 1 $\mu A/cm^2$, both neurons are brought past the bifurcation point and start periodic firing. After some time, an inhibitory current step brings both systems to the initial current value. In Morris-Lecar [Fig. 2(a)], the system returns to the excitable regime since the limit cycle no longer exists before the saddle-node bifurcation. In the leech neuron [Fig. 2(c)], the system remains in the stable branch of the limit cycle, and continues firing, albeit with lower frequency. Another decrease in current is necessary to hyperpolarize the membrane below the bistability regime and terminate firing. This bistability is also typical of models with a Hopf bifurcation, although the origin is different. As an illustration, we show in Fig. 3 the bifurcation diagram of the modified leech neuron model with resonator properties, and its behavior under a ramp injected current. In this system, the bistability region lies between the Hopf bifurcation point at $I_{dc} \sim 18.3 \mu A/cm^2$ and the fold limit cycle bifurcation, where the stable and unstable limit cycle collide and disappear, at $I_{dc} \sim 13.6 \mu A/cm^2$. The most apparent differences in spiking behavior with respect to an integrator neuron are the existence of subthreshold oscillations before and after firing, and the relative insensitivity of the spiking frequency to the intensity of the injected current.

In the rest of the paper, we will add a noisy input $I_n$ to the dc current, which is treated as an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck sto-

![FIG. 2. (Color online) Spiking behavior of the two type I models under a step current and a low intensity noise source in the excitable regime. Top panels: Morris-Lecar. (a) $38.5 \leq I_{dc} \leq 40.5 \mu A/cm^2$, $D=0$. (b) $I_{dc}=39.9 \mu A/cm^2$, $D=0.7$. Bottom panels: leech model. (c) $0 \leq I_{dc} \leq 2 \mu A/cm^2$, $D=0$. (d) $I_{dc}=1 \mu A/cm^2$, $D=0.07$.](image)

![FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Bifurcation diagram of the leech neuron model shown in Fig. 1(b) with a different closing rate for the potassium channel (see Appendix B). (b) Spiking behavior of the modified leech model under a ramp current.](image)
chastic process (Gaussian colored noise). Noisy fluctuations of the membrane voltage with a finite correlation time may be important, for instance, if channel noise (due to the finite number of ion channels in a patch of membrane) or noise due to synaptic transmission are taken into account [5]. The noisy input satisfies the equation

$$\frac{dI_{n}}{dt} = -I_{n} + \sqrt{2D} \xi(t),$$

where $\xi(t)$ is a Gaussian white noise, and $D$ and $\tau$ are the intensity and correlation time of the stochastic process $I_{n}$.

$$\langle I_{n}(t)I_{n}(0) \rangle = \frac{D}{\tau} e^{-t/\tau}. $$

In order to separate time scales, we take a correlation time of one order of magnitude less than the relevant period of the system, and thus fix it to $\tau = 2$ ms for the leech neuron model and $\tau = 20$ ms for the Morris-Lecar model. Nevertheless, we checked that decreasing the correlation time did not affect the statistical quantities, therefore a Gaussian white noise source would produce the same effect on the neuron dynamics.

The spiking behavior of the noise-driven neurons shows qualitative differences in both models, especially for low noise intensities. These are illustrated in Figs. 2(b) and 2(d). In the excitable regime of the Morris-Lecar system ($I_{dc} = 39.9 \mu A/cm^{2}$, just below the saddle-node bifurcation value), a low noise intensity produces isolated spikes with very long interspike times between them [compare the time scale in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. Just past the bifurcation value ($I_{dc} = 40 \mu A/cm^{2}$), the system fires with regularity and the low noise only modifies slightly the interspike times. On the other hand, if we place the leech neuron in the excitable, but bistable regime ($I_{dc} = 1 \mu A/cm^{2}$), firing occurs usually in “bursts” of a few spikes, with long interburst times. Note that inside a burst the firing period is also quite variable. Such a bursting behavior is also present in the Hodgkin-Huxley model in the bistable regime [6], with the difference that inside a burst the firing frequency is very regular and not affected by the noise intensity. Due to its integrator properties, the leech model shows two different noise-induced time scales in the bistable regime: an interburst time, and a time modulating the spiking frequency inside a given burst. As we will see in the next section, these two time scales produce a rather different behavior of the ISI distributions as compared to the Morris-Lecar model.

II. VARIABILITY OF INTERSPIKE TIMES DISTRIBUTIONS

In many cases when experimental recordings are obtained from single neurons, spikes appear as random sequences, even when the external sensory stimuli are held constant [18–21,30]. There are several statistical quantities which are relevant for analyzing information transmission and coding of spiking neurons [31]. Whether the code used by neurons is a “rate code,” in which the firing rates of many neurons are averaged to obtain a signal, or a “time code,” where the relative times between spikes are meaningful, many important properties can be inferred from the distribution of interspike times. This can be related, for instance, to the distribution of spike counts or to the probability of spiking at a given time [32]. The reliability and precision of spike timing, which plays an important role in information coding of cortical and visual neurons [18–20,22], is also analyzed in terms of ISI distributions and their coefficients of variation. It is thus important to understand properly the dynamical mechanisms by which variability in response to given stimuli arises in single neurons.

As mentioned above, variability as a function of noise has been investigated mainly in resonator neuron models. The subthreshold oscillations may cause phase locking in the bistable regime, where the stable limit cycle and the stable rest state coexist. In the presence of noise, the imperfect phase locking between the interspike intervals and the fundamental period of subthreshold oscillations may cause phase locking in the bistable regime, where the stable limit cycle and the stable rest state coexist. In the presence of noise, the imperfect phase locking between the interspike intervals and the fundamental period of subthreshold oscillations may cause phase locking in the bistable regime, where the stable limit cycle and the stable rest state coexist. In the presence of noise, the imperfect phase locking between the interspike intervals and the fundamental period of subthreshold oscillations may cause phase locking in the bistable regime, where the stable limit cycle and the stable rest state coexist.

FIG. 4. Interspike interval histograms for a Hodgkin-Huxley model (left) and the leech neuron (right). The noise intensity is the same in both figures, $D=0.7$. The constant current is $I_{dc} = 6.5 \mu A/cm^{2}$ for the Hodgkin-Huxley (see Ref. [6]) and $I_{dc} = 1 \mu A/cm^{2}$ for the leech model (both neurons are in the bistable regime).
Excitable regime just before the bifurcation value is a function of the noise intensity, for a dc current in the whole noise range. In the bistable behavior and are never present in the Morris-Lecar model, where only single Poissonian decays are observed in the spiking regime.

In Fig. 6, we show the CV for the Morris-Lecar model as a function of the noise intensity, for a dc current in the excitable regime just before the bifurcation value \( I_{dc} = 39.9 \mu A/cm^2 \), and in the spiking regime \( I_{dc} = 40 \mu A/cm^2 \). The qualitative behavior of the CV is easily understood from the discussion accompanying Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). In the excitable regime, a low noise intensity produces only isolated spikes separated by long interspike times. The firing can be considered as a homogeneous Poisson process with low rate, and ISI distributions are broad and slowly decaying. Increasing the noise intensity increases the rate, and the coefficient of variation decreases. On the contrary, if the neuron is past the bifurcation value, it fires regularly. Noise destroys this regularity and, since spikes can be generated with a broad frequency range, firing can be considered again a Poisson process but now with a high rate, producing higher coherency (smaller CV). As noise increases, coherence is destroyed and the CV also increases.

An important observation is that the CVs are always less than 1, as it should be for a purely Poisson process. This is due to the fact that neurons cannot respond immediately after a spike but need a refractory time for returning to the rest value of the membrane potential [31]. The simplest way to introduce the refractory period in our approach is considering an inhomogeneous Poisson process [20], where the probability of spiking in a small interval around time \( t \), \( p_s(t, t+dt) \), is proportional to an instantaneous firing rate \( r(t) \),

\[
p_s(t, t+dt) = r(t)dt.
\]

Then the interspike times are distributed according to [32]

\[
P_{isi}(t) = e^{-\int_0^t r'(t')w'(t')dt'}.
\]

Since we know that at long times spiking is Poisson with constant rate \( \rho \), we approximate the instantaneous rate \( r(t) \) by [20]

\[
r(t) = w(t)\rho,
\]

where \( w(t) \) is a recovery function accounting for the refractory time. Note that this function can be obtained numerically from the ISI distribution. The exponential factor in Eq. (4) gives the probability that there is no spike during a time \( t \) [31,32], that is, the survival probability \( S(t) = 1 - \int_0^t P_{isi}(t')dt' \). Therefore, the recovery function can be calculated as

\[
w(t) = \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{P_{isi}(t)}{S(t)}.
\]

This function is nearly zero for small times and increases rapidly at some given time \( t_0 \), since \( S(t) \rightarrow 0 \) in a short time interval. For \( t \rightarrow \infty \), \( w(t) = 1 \), see Fig. 7(a). Therefore, in order to keep the approach analytically simple, we approximate.
w(t) by a Heaviside function \( w(t) = \Theta(t - t_0) \) (absolute refractory period), where \( t_0 \) nearly coincides with the maximum of the distribution. We also approximated \( w(t) \) by a smooth function, such as a sigmoidal function (relative refractory period), but it did not change significantly the results. With this choice for \( w(t) \) it is straightforward to calculate the coefficient of variation for the single Poisson process with ISI distribution (4),

\[
CV = \frac{1}{1 + \rho t_0}.
\]  

(7)

Note that \( \rho \) and \( t_0 \) are functions of the noise intensity, but in any case both are positive quantities and the CVs always less than 1 for this simple model. When the system is in the excitable regime, it is tempting to assume an exponential dependence on noise intensity for the rate \( \rho \) \([9,12], \rho \propto \exp(-U/D) \), following Kramers’ theory of noise-activated rate processes. This means that the transition from quiescence to spiking is equivalent to surmounting an effective barrier \( U \) due to random fluctuations, with \( U/D \gg 1 \).

In our case, we observe this exponential dependence for the Morris-Lecar model at \( I_{dc} = 39.9 \) \( \mu A/cm^2 \) only for \( D \leq 3 \), as shown in Fig. 7(b). If the Kramers’ dependence were valid for the whole \( D \) range, we would obtain the minimum in CV characteristic of coherence resonance, which is not the case. On the other hand, when looking at \( t_0 \) as a function of \( D \) we see that it follows rather well a power law (Inset of Fig. 7), \( t_0(D) \propto D^{-\gamma} \), with \( \gamma \sim 0.3 \) both in the excitable and spiking regimes. Using this dependence for \( t_0 \) and the numerically obtained values for the rate \( \rho \) at each noise intensity, we plot in Fig. 6 the theoretical prediction Eq. (7) as a function of \( D \) (solid and dashed line). The good agreement confirms the validity of the simple Poisson model with absolute refractory time to predict variability of ISI distributions of integrator neurons without bistability, both in the excitable and spiking regimes. We note also that at large noise intensities, the CV tends to a value close to 1/\( \sqrt{3} \), which is the strong noise limit result for the one-dimensional normal form of a saddle-node system \([24]\).

For an integrator neuron with a bistability region, as the leech model, the behavior of the CV is rather different in this region. In Fig. 8, we show the CV as a function of the noise level for the leech neuron at three different values of the dc current: in the excitable regime, previous to the appearance of the limit cycle \( (I_{dc} = 0.9 \mu A/cm^2, \) open squares); in the bistable regime \( (I_{dc} = 1 \mu A/cm^2, \) filled circles); and in the spiking regime, after the saddle-node bifurcation \( (I_{dc} = 1.1 \mu A/cm^2, \) open triangles). The excitable and spiking regimes are similar to those described for the Morris-Lecar system, and the behavior is well accounted for by the simple Poisson model with absolute refractory time, except at very low noise intensities. On the other hand, for low to moderate noise intensities in the bistable regime, the CV presents a well defined maximum which is characteristic of anticoherence \([33]\). At these noise intensities in this regime, ISI distributions have the double Poisson decay shown in Fig. 5. An intuitive explanation for this behavior can be given following the discussion of Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). For low to intermediate

![FIG. 8. Coefficients of variation of the leech neuron for three different values of the dc current. Excitable regime, \( I_{dc} = 0.9 \mu A/cm^2 \), open squares and dashed line. Bistable regime, \( I_{dc} = 1 \mu A/cm^2 \), filled circles and solid line. Spiking regime, \( I_{dc} = 1.1 \mu A/cm^2 \), open triangles and dotted line. In the inset, we show with open diamonds the prediction of the two renewal models Eq. (8) with rates, refractory, and crossover times numerically obtained from the ISI distributions.](image_url)

\( D \), the spikes appear now in bursts as those shown in Fig. 2(d). Now, for low noise, the interburst times are very long and the significant variability is given mainly by the coherence inside a burst, which is large. For intermediate noise, interspike and interburst times are comparable and coherence is minimum (maximum variability in Fig. 8), while for high noise levels we have again a single Poisson process with increasing rate, see Fig. 5, and the CV decreases as in the Morris-Lecar system in the excitable regime.

The ISI distributions in the bistable regime can be formally expressed, using the same approach as above, as

\[
P_{int}(t) = \Theta(t_1 - t) \rho_1 w(t) e^{-\rho_1 t_0} w(t')dt' + C\Theta(t - t_1) \rho_2 w(t) e^{-\rho_2 t_0} w(t')dt',
\]

(8)

where \( \rho_1 \) and \( \rho_2 \) give the two different rates, \( t_1 \) is the crossover time between the two exponential decays, and \( C = \rho_1 \exp[(\rho_2 - \rho_1) t_0] \). \( \rho_2 \) imposes continuity at \( t = t_1 \). For a recovery step function, \( w(t) = \Theta(t - t_0) \), the CV can be obtained analytically, although the expression is much more cumbersome than that for the single Poisson process [note that this case is recovered from Eq. (8) for \( t_1 \to \infty \)]. The absolute refractory period \( t_0 \) and the crossover time \( t_1 \) follow rather well a power law as a function of the noise intensity, \( D^{-\gamma} \), both with exponent \( \gamma \sim 0.1 \). The rate \( \rho_2 \), giving the average interburst frequency, is again an activated process of Kramers’ type only for \( D \leq 0.2 \).

In the inset of Fig. 8, we compare the numerical coefficients of variation (filled circles) with those calculated from the distribution Eq. (8) (open diamonds), with rates obtained from the numerical ISI distributions. The maximum appears in the region where both rates contribute significantly to the interspike frequency, confirming our qualitative explanation for the anticoherence behavior in the bistable region.

Finally, it is interesting to investigate if other second-order properties of the stochastic spiking process, such as the
power spectrum or the correlation time, also reflect the variability of the ISI distributions as a function of the noise intensity. It is known that a minimum or maximum in the CV does not necessarily imply the same behavior in other indicators, such as spectral coherence [17,34].

First, we see that the power spectra qualitatively reproduce the expected differences in variability in the three regimes. In Fig. 9, we show the power spectra for the leech neuron model at two different noise intensities, \( D = 0.07 \) (around the maximum seen in Fig. 8) and \( D = 10 \). The top spectra were obtained with the neuron in the excitable regime \( (I_{dc} = 0.9 \, \mu A/cm^2) \), the middle one to the bistable regime \( (I_{dc} = 1 \, \mu A/cm^2) \), and the bottom one to the spiking regime \( (I_{dc} = 1.1 \, \mu A/cm^2) \). The maximum of the dominant peak approximately coincides with the maximum of the ISI distribution. For low and moderate noise intensities, the coherence of the main peak is very different in the three regimes, as expected. At low noise intensity, the neuron fires very regularly in the spiking regime, at nearly the frequency of the limit cycle (the lower intensity peaks in the spectrum corresponding to even and odd harmonics of this frequency), and irregularly in the excitable regime since spikes are isolated by long interspike periods. A strong noise source \( (D = 10) \) makes uniform the coherence of spiking, and the three regimes approximately present the same power spectra.

In order to quantify this behavior, we calculate the SNR of the main peak in the power spectrum, defined as usual by

\[
\beta = \frac{S(\omega_{\text{max}}) \omega_{\text{max}}}{\Delta \omega},
\]

where \( \Delta \omega \) is the full width at half maximum of the peak (the peak is well fitted to a Lorentzian shape, indicating an exponential overall decay of the correlation function). This is shown in the top panel of Fig. 10 for the three different regimes. In the bistable regime (filled circles), coherence decreases faster until \( D \sim 1 \) where it nearly saturates, although it does not show the minimum characteristic of anticoherence. The correlation time \( \tau_c \), defined as the time average of the squared correlation function [9], shows a similar behavior (Fig. 10, middle panel) but it now presents a shallow minimum around \( D \sim 1 \), indicating a weak anticoherence.

Finally, we calculate the effective diffusion coefficient of the spike count distribution \( N(t) \) (number of spikes until a time \( t \)), which is related to the variance \( \langle \Delta T^2 \rangle = \langle T^2 \rangle - \langle T \rangle^2 \) and mean \( \langle T \rangle \) of the interspike intervals by [32]

\[
D_{\text{eff}} = \lim_{t \to \infty} \frac{\langle N^2(t) \rangle - \langle N(t) \rangle^2}{2t} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{\langle \Delta T^2 \rangle}{\langle T \rangle^2}. 
\]

In the bottom panel of Fig. 10 we show the effective diffusion coefficient as a function of the noise intensity obtained from the ISI distribution in the same way as for Fig. 8. It is seen that in the bistable regime (filled circles) it has a maximum at approximately the same value of the CV. In the excitable regime (open squares), dispersion in the spike
count is high at low noise intensities since spikes appear isolated or in bursts of very few spikes, while in the spiking regime (open triangles), firing is very regular and dispersion small at low noise. We remark that in integrator neurons, opposite to resonators, there is not a preferred frequency of spiking even at low noise intensity, and the autocorrelation function does not show the neat oscillatory behavior seen, for instance, in the FitzHugh-Nagumo system in Ref. [9]. Thus, in integrator neurons the CV or the diffusion coefficient are likely more appropriate measures of variability than the correlation time or the SNR.

**III. CONCLUSIONS**

Noise is an unavoidable ingredient in neurons operating under real conditions. It is argued, however, that some times it may play a useful role in neural computation enhancing detection of weak signals or improving information processing [35,36]. It is thus important to understand the dynamical mechanism of the noise-induced response in single neurons.

In this article we have focused on the response variability to a constant stimulus with noise in neurons close to a saddle-node bifurcation (integrators). Opposite to most usually studied models of resonator neurons, such as the Hodgkin-Huxley or FitzHugh-Nagumo models, the two realistic systems investigated here do not show a coherence resonance behavior in the ISI distributions, although an anticoherence phenomenon is displayed under bistability conditions. These distributions are also very different from those in resonator neurons, which due to the presence of subthreshold oscillations may show phase locking and thus several peaks at integer values of the average interspike period. Integrator neurons fire with higher irregularity and are characterized by a Poisson decay of the ISI distribution even at low noise intensity. This is caused by the much broader frequency range of their response. We have shown that the inclusion of the refractory time is necessary to account for the observed values of coefficient of variation, both in the excitatory and spiking regimes, although the different trends at low noise intensities are given by the noise dependence of the Poisson rate. The refractory periods follow a power law as a function of noise in all the cases analyzed. In the bistable region, two different time scales are present. This is due to the peculiar firing features in this region, since spikes are generated mainly in bursts with a large variability in the interburst and interspike times. The interplay between these two time scales maximizes variability if the significant response time is not made arbitrarily large.

Finally, let us mention that many neurocomputational properties depend critically on the underlying dynamics of the neuron [1]. It is known that most models of cortical neurons are integrators, while neurons in invertebrates are typically resonators. The study presented here may help to better understand recent experiments of variability in cortical neurons [19,22,37]. Especially, bistability may play a role in the computational properties of these neurons. In spite of their higher variability, integrator neurons under low and moderate noise intensities may be able to discriminate frequencies in a short range of dc input, and have more flexibility in changing the preferred frequency range than resonator neurons.
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**APPENDIX A: MORRIS-LECAR EQUATIONS**

Morris and Lecar [25] proposed the following two-variable model of membrane potential for a barnacle muscle fiber:

\[
C \frac{dV}{dt} = -g_{Cp} m_s(V) (V - V_{Ca}) - g_K w(V - V_K) - g_L (V - V_L) + I_{dc},
\]

\[
\frac{dw}{dt} = \phi (w_s(V) - w)/\tau_w(V),
\]

\[
m_s(V) = \frac{1}{2}(1 + \tanh([V - V_1]/V_2)),
\]

\[
w_s(V) = \frac{1}{2}(1 + \tanh([V - V_3]/V_4)),
\]

\[
\tau_w(V) = 1/cosh([V - V_3]/V_4),
\]

where \(C\) is the membrane capacitance, \(V\) the membrane voltage, \(g_{Cp}\), \(g_K\), and \(g_L\) calcium, potassium, and leakage conductances, respectively, \(w\) the fraction of open potassium channels, and \(I_{dc}\) the applied dc current. The parameters used are (see Ref. [23]) \(C=20 \mu F/cm^2\), \(g_{Cp}=4\) mS/cm\(^2\), \(g_K=8\) mS/cm\(^2\), \(g_L=2\) mS/cm\(^2\), \(V_{Ca}=120\) mV, \(V_K=-84\) mV, \(V_L=-60\) mV, \(V_1=-1.2\) mV, \(V_2=18\) mV, \(V_3=12\) mV, \(V_4=17.4\) mV, and \(\phi=0.067\).

**APPENDIX B: LEECH P-NEURON EQUATIONS**

The spiking activity of the leech \textit{Macrobdella decora} mechanosensory P-neuron (responding to pressure) was found to be produced mainly by a sodium current \(I_{Na}\) and a delayed rectifier potassium current \(I_{K}\) [28]. The equations and parameters used here are as follows (see Ref. [29]):

\[
C \frac{dV}{dt} = -g_{Na} m^K h(V - V_{Na}) - g_K n^4(V - V_K) - g_L (V - V_L) + I_{dc},
\]

\[
\frac{dm}{dt} = \frac{m_s(V) - m}{\tau_m(V)},
\]

\[
\frac{dh}{dt} = \frac{h_s(V) - h}{\tau_h(V)},
\]

\[
\frac{dn}{dt} = \frac{n_s(V) - n}{\tau_n(V)},
\]

\[
\tau_m(V) = 1/cosh([V - V_3]/V_4),
\]
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where the asymptotic values $x_a$ and time constants $\tau_a$ are given in terms of the opening and closing rates of the gating variables $m$, $h$, $n$, as in the Hodgkin-Huxley-type equations, by

$$x_a(V) = \frac{\alpha_a(V)}{\alpha_a(V) + \beta_a(V)} \quad \text{and} \quad \tau_a(V) = \frac{1}{\alpha_a(V) + \beta_a(V)},$$

$$\alpha_m(V) = \frac{0.03(V + 28)}{1 - e^{-(V+28)/18}},$$

$$\beta_m(V) = 2.7e^{-(V+53)/18},$$

$$\alpha_n(V) = 0.045e^{-(V+58)/18},$$

$$\beta_n(V) = \frac{0.72}{1 + e^{-(V+23)/14}},$$

$$\alpha_a(V) = \frac{0.024(V - 17)}{1 - e^{-(V-17)/8}},$$

$$\beta_a(V) = 0.2e^{-(V+43)/35}. \quad \text{(B2)}$$

Conductances and Nernst potentials have the values $g_{Na} = 350 \text{ mS/cm}^2$, $g_K = 6 \text{ mS/cm}^2$, $g_L = 0.5 \text{ mS/cm}^2$, $V_{Na} = 60.5 \text{ mV}$, $V_K = -68 \text{ mV}$, $V_L = -49 \text{ mV}$, and $C = 1 \mu F/cm^2$. For a neuron with resonator properties [presenting only a Hopf bifurcation as shown in Fig. 3(a)], parameters are the same except for the opening rate of the potassium gating variable, $\alpha_a(V) = 0.024(V - 17)/(1 - e^{-(V-17)/18})$.

[33] We used ensembles of $\sim 10^{5}$ spikes to calculate the distributions. For very small noise intensities, there are few spikes with arbitrarily long interspike times contributing to the variance of the distribution, but which are not relevant for information transmission since the response time of a neuron must be finite. Therefore, we impose a cutoff in time ($t \sim 200$ ms) to obtain the statistical properties. For this time, the number of spikes neglected is less than 5% of the total ensemble, and we checked that doubling this cutoff time did not alter qualitatively the statistical properties.